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UNIT V CASE STUDY 

PART A 

1. What are the components of a Linux System? 

Linux system composed of three main modules . They are: 

i) Kernel 

ii) System libraries 

iii) System utilities 

2. What are the main supports for the Linux modules? 

The Module support under Linux has three components. They are: 

i) Module management 

ii) Driver registration 

iii) Conflict resolution mechanism. 

3. Define shell. 

A shell is a program that provides the traditional, text-only user interface for Linux and 

other Unix-like operating systems. Its primary function is to read commands that are 

typed into the console. 

4. What is meant by kernel in Linux system? 

Kernel is responsible for maintaining all the important abstractions of the operating 

system including such things as virtual memory and processes. 

5. What is meant by system Libraries? 

System libraries define a standard set of functions through which applications can interact 

with the kernel and that implement much of the operating-system functionality that 

doesn’t need the full privileges of kernel code. 

6. What is meant by system Utilities? 

System Utilities are system programs that perform individual, specialized management 

tasks. Some of the system utilities may be invoked just to initialize and configure some 

aspect of the system and others may run permanently, handling such tasks as responding 

to incoming network connections, accepting logon requests from terminals or updating 

log files. 
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7. What do you meant by process? 

Process is the basic context within in which all user-requested activity is serviced with in 

the OS. 

8. What is meant by Process-ID 

A PID is an acronym for process identification number on a Linux or Unix-like operating 

system. A PID is automatically assigned to each process when it is created. A process is 

nothing but running instance of a program and each process has a unique PID on a Unix-

like system. 

9. What is meant by personality? 

Process personality are primarily used by emulation libraries to request that system call 

be compatible with certain version of UNIX 

10. What is meant by buffer cache? 

It is the kernel’s main cache for blocked-oriented devices such as disk drivers and is the 

main mechanism through which I/O to these devices is performed. 

11. What is the disadvantage of static linking? 

The main disadvantage of static linking is that every program generated must contain 

copies of exactly the same common system library functions. 

12. What is the function of module management? 

The module management allows modules to be loaded into memory and to talk to the rest 

of the kernel. 

13. What is the function of driver registration? 

Driver registration allows modules to tell the rest of the kernel that a new driver has 

become available. 

14. What is the function of conflict resolution mechanism? 

This mechanism allows different device drivers to reserve hardware resources and to 

protect those resources from accidental use by another driver. 

15. What is meant by device drivers? 

Device drivers include i) character devices such as printers, terminals ii) Block devices 

(including all disk drives) and network interface devices. 

16. What is a character device? 
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A device driver which does not offer random access to fixed blocks of data. A character 

device driver must register a set of functions which implement the driver’s various file 

I/O operations. 

17. What is Mobile OS? 

A mobile operating system (mobile OS) is an OS built exclusively for a mobile device, 

such as a smartphone, personal digital assistant (PDA), tablet or other embedded mobile 

OS. 

18. What is iOS? 

iOS is a mobile operating system created and developed by Apple Inc. exclusively for its 

hardware. It is the operating system that presently powers many of the company's mobile 

devices, including the iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. It is the second most popular mobile 

operating system globally after Android. 

19. List the services available in iOS. 

i) Cocoa Touch 

ii) Media layer 

iii) Service layer 

iv) Core OS layer 

20. List the features of iOS. 

i) System fonts 

ii) Folders 

iii) Notification center 

iv) Accessibility 

v) Multitasking 

vi) Switching Applications  

vii) Task completion 

viii) Background audio 

ix) Voice over IP 

x) Background Location 

xi) Push notification 

21. List the advantages of iOS 

 Best gaming experience. 
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 A vast number of applications. 

 Suits for business and gaming. 

 Excellent UI and fluid responsive. 

 The latest version has two notification menus. 

 Excellent security. 

 Multitasking. 

 Jailbreaking for customization. 

 Wearables are getting launched. 

 Feel is awesome. 

 Excellent for media entertainment. 

 Multi-language support. 

 Apple Pay Support. 

 Quick settings in the notification bar. 

22. List the disadvantages of iOS 

 It has a review process, when developers want to publish an app they need to send 

it to Apple for review that takes around 7 days and it takes even more in some 

cases. 

 Applications are very large when compared to other mobile platforms 

 Using iOS are costly Apps and no widget support 

 Battery performance is very poor on 3G 

 Repair costs are very piracy 

 Not flexible only supports iOS devices 

23. List the advantages of Android 

 Android Is More Customizable Can change almost anything. 

 In Android, any new publication can be done easily and without any review 

process 

 Use a Different Messaging App for SMS 

 Android Offers an Open Platform 

 Easy access to the Android App Market 

 Cost Effective 

http://www.credosystemz.com/training-in-chennai/best-android-training-in-chennai/
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 Upcoming versions have a support to save RAW images 

 Built in Beta Testing and staged rollout 

 

24. List the disadvantages of Android 

 Need internet connection 

 Advertising 

 Wasteful memory 

 Many application contain viruses 

25. How are iOS and Android similar? How are they different? 

Similarities: Both are based on existing kernel. Both have architecture that uses software 

stacks. Both provide framework for developers 

Difference: iOS is closed-source and Android is open source. iOS applications are 

developed in objective C, Android in java. Android uses a virtual machine, and iOS 

executes code natively. 

26. Describe some challenges of designing OS for mobile device compared with 

designing OS for traditional PC’s 

 Less storage capacity means the OS must be manage memory 

 Less processing power plus fewer processors mean the operating system carefully 

apportion 

 Processors to applications 

Part B 

1. Explain the basic concepts of the Linux system 

2. Explain about kernel modules 

3. Explain in detail about the process management in Linux 

4. Explain in detail about the scheduling in Linux 

5. Explain the iOS architecture and various layers available in iOS 

6. Discuss about various services in the media layer 

7. Discuss about various services in the iOS core OS layer 

8. Discuss about various services in the iOS service OS layer 

 


